
Singing at Grotto 
after eupner at
6:40,

Yeeterdey I vent to aee 
D. University 

. And I met a boy who showed me all around; 
We approached the grotto where 
Several fellows stood in prayer 
And my admiration for them was profound#

Killed in accident University of Uotre Dame
in Pacific: Bill "Religious Bulletin
Springer^ former ND V-12, May 1%, 1946

South Bend Sue

In a world of sham and bluff 
One admires honest stuff.
And the fellow who is not afraid to pray
Will not be afraid to do
What his conscience tells him to
Even though the rabble runs the other way,

Such a boy will live his life 
For his children and his wife 
And the girl who gets him is a lucky lass;
When I'm looking for a spouse 
I won't picket house by house 
I'll just block the grotto path so he can't pass,

(T, E, B.)
Pink Slips md Frequent Communion.

(Student Comment)
"I can now put more time on my studies. Before I began the practice of frequent 
Communion my mind was distracted when I tried to study, usually by evil thoughts/*
"The only time in my college career that I have been successful In all my examinations 
was when I made the only novena I have made before examinations/*
"With the aid of frequent Communion I have passed all my examinations. And I believe 
that it has kept me out of automobile accidents; 1 always pray that I will have none#*'
"I was only a monthly communicant last year at a non .Catholic school, and my scholastic
average was much lower/'
"It leaves me in a fine mental condition and makes me think/'
"It has caused me to deny myself the comfort of a good rest in the morning; and it 
has brought me closer to God and put me in a more favorable position to ask favors 
of Elm/'
*%oly Communion has been the answer to ell my problems of life, Take your troubles 
to the Communion roll with you every morning and you will leave the church relieved/'

May Adoration
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The Adoration figures may interest you, A total of 104S students signed up for 153? 
periods of Adoration weekly. This is but part of the picture of the campus devotion 
to Our Lady and to her Son in the Blessed Sacrament. There are many unrecorded hours 
of Adoration made by the Sisters from the convent, the priests, members of the faculty 
and office personnel. The Adoration is a source of many blessings. No one should 
miss making at least one period of Adoration every week.

PRAYERS: (deceased) two brothers and sister of Dr. Desmond FitzGerald, former
faculty msmborTHTfll) all those who have not made their Easter Duty.
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No Adoration Wednesday afternoon because of Admiral Nimitz convocation
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